Topic

English







I can organise my writing into appropriate
paragraphs
I can present a report using specific
devices
I can research, plan, write and edit a nonchronological report.
I can edit my work.
I can compare poetry.
I can write my own poem.



I can understand the purpose for specific
buildings



I can use grid referencing



I can follow a compass



I can create a map and give directions



I can complete a survey for a local area



I can sketch landscapes.

Maths










Reading




Year 4 – Living Together

I can answer questions giving evidence
from the text.
I can summarise paragraphs and short
pieces of text.

Other Subjects
Music – I can explore composition and
notation.

I can infer meanings with evidence.

ICT/ Computing – I can produce a PowerPoint
with animations and transitions.

Science


I can plan my own investigation on a



given subject
I can choose my own equipment and

PE


I can practise swimming different



strokes
I know how to stay safe in and

set out my investigation



I can predict and carry out an
investigation.
I can summarise my investigation and
compare it to my prediction.

I can interpret and draw different charts.
I can find the difference and add data from a
variety of charts and tables.
I can identify acute and obtuse angles and
compare and order angles up to two right angles
by size.
I can compare and classify geometric shapes,
including quadrilaterals and triangles, based on
their properties and sizes.
I can identify lines of symmetry in 2-D shapes
presented in different orientations.
I can complete a simple symmetric figure with
respect to a specific line of symmetry.
I can describe and plot points on a 2D grid as coordinates.

Spanish – I know how to say places around
town.
RE- I know the different faiths in the local
community.

International

around water.


I can participate in cricket.



I know some similarities and
differences between two countries.

